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PROJECT DETAILS 

Recipient Name  Solcast 

Primary Contact Name  Dr. Nick Engerer 

 

Contact Email nick@solcast.com 

 

Reporting Period October – March 2021 

 

This Project received funding from ARENA as part of ARENAs Advancing Renewables Program. 

INTRODUCTION 

Solcast is a global solar data services company specialising in satellite-based measurement and 

forecasting of solar irradiance and solar production, with offices in Sydney and Canberra. Our vision 

is a solar future - we’re dedicated to developing the data and tools needed to plan, construct, operate 

and manage solar power systems across the world. The Solcast API is trusted by more than 10,000 

users, with data for over 1,000,000 locations around the globe. 

 

Formed in early 2016, Solcast is the culmination of several years of work by co-founders James 

Luffman and Dr Nick Engerer and their team, who saw tremendous opportunity to approach solar 

modelling and forecasting from their perspectives as meteorologists working with the electricity 

sector.  

 

In this ARENA funded project, Solcast is enhancing existing weather forecast services by developing 

a proof of concept demonstration of a forecasting tool which will track and predict renewable output 

in real time. Solcast’s forecasting tool now predicts up to six hours ahead in five-minute increments, 

distributed into 1-2km grids across SA.  

 

Solcast is actively tracking the real-time evolution of weather systems over SA and forecast the 

positions and characteristics of cloud cover and now issuing predictions of wind-speeds at the wind 

turbine nacelles (above ground). The forecasts extend out to six hour ahead forecasting and now 

providing information for grid operation and enhanced management of generation, energy storage, 

and demand response to our project partners. 

 

Solcast has to date, leveraged historical surface meteorological measurement data and wind and solar 

farm weather data for forecast generation. These forecasts are being shared via project partners, 

Weatherzone and Tesla Asia Pacific, to be assessed and used by the Australian Energy Market 

Operator (AEMO), the local distribution network operator (SA Power Networks), and generator asset 

operators. 

mailto:nick@solcast.com
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KEY LEARNINGS 

Lesson learnt No. 1: Partner engagement, validation and incorporation of 

feedback 

Category: Commercial  

Objective: Facilitate a trial where user partners are actively engaged in testing trial data feeds 

Project partner feedback is an important element for this Project, and indeed any future endeavour that 

intends to develop new forecast data feeds designed for operational use by AEMO and the wider 

electricity market in Australia.  

 

Feedback in this Project is producing guidance on the following themes: 

• Theme: Use cases are expanding. The Project has found that the expected use cases for 

forecast data at Project outset have quickly been exceeded.  Each of the Project partners have 

identified new potential use cases since the Project was first planned more than a year ago. 

These include 

o Managing equipment outages under low demand conditions 

o Predicting high-wind cut-out for wind farms 

o Scheduling maintenance for wind farms 

• Theme: Significant weather days are more important to forecast accurately than 

achieving low overall error scores for all days. The Project has identified substantial 

forecasting improvements are introduced by its nowcasting system on significant weather 

days involving fast moving, fast changing cloud cover. However, bulk analysis of ‘all days’ 

does not demonstrate this substantive improvement over the existing solutions (e.g. ASEFS2).  

By isolating key days of significant weather impacts for algorithmic improvement and 

development, rather than making ‘bias’ style corrections to the system, forecast errors are 

reduced where they matter most.  

• Theme: Introducing new data streams, particularly real-time inputs such as wind 

turbine data and rapid update satellite imagery appear to be quite impactful. We have 

identified value in the incorporation of the ‘new data feeds’ being developed by the Project 

(e.g. observations from Project partner Weatherzone’s network of ground stations). 

Their inclusion is providing substantive forecast performance improvements as compared 

with existing operational data feeds (status quo). We will further report on this in upcoming 

Lessons Learnt and Milestone Reports.  

 

One particularly insightful challenge identified by The Project is the limitation of use of trial data 

feeds in operational decision making by energy retailer partners SnowyHydro and Energy Australia.  

Trial data feeds are not adopted into operational environments due to their experimental nature and 

the respective costs of doing so given their transient nature. The Project identified that retailers plan to 

defer to AEMO forecasting advice, rather than actively procuring alternative forecast datasets. They 

will not plan to adopt additional forecasting feeds, unless they are directly utilised and disseminated 

by AEMO.  This is a trend that appears at odds with other international electricity markets where the 

system operator forecast is commonly supplemented with additional decision making datasets, such as 

independent load forecasting models.   
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To keep partners engaged and eager to test, interact and provide useful feedback, this Project 

employed the following strategies: 

• Regular meetings with Project partners to discuss Project timelines and partner use cases, 

including project managers/leads plus technical roles.  

• Regular templated feedback capture circulated within each partner organisation 

• Slight extensions (on the order of a few months) to demand forecasting trial data, to allow for 

further evaluation and feedback gathering 

 

Lesson learnt No. 2: Serverless computing 

Category: Technical   

Objective: Develop a system to facilitate on-demand modelling  

 

The Project has identified a high order importance for ‘on demand’ power modelling solutions, so that 

forecasts can be updated using the latest observations datasets.  

 

To deliver improved nowcasting for the Project solar farms, fast recalculation of the power simulation 

is critical, to keep up with rapidly changing weather and plant conditions. Also important is the ability 

to rapidly iterate on the cloud to irradiance and irradiance to power simulation algorithms. At the start 

of this milestone period, Project lead Solcast was using a mix of offline modelling (python and matlab 

code running on their own servers) and on-demand modelling (C# code running on our API servers). 

Running modelling logic on-demand allowed for fast updates and efficient computation at scale, but 

at the cost of having to maintain and update two separate code bases each with the same logic.  

 

To solve this problem, Solcast first tried a ‘sidecar ‘approach, which is where python containers 

would be hosted on the same cluster as the API, which would provide the benefits of an isolated 

environment for the container to run without trade-offs of a more complex microservices approach. 

Initial results prototyping this hosting configuration suggested the approach was feasible at small to 

medium traffic loads, whilst maintaining the health of individual instances and current response times. 

However, the approach fell down at scale and this was demonstrated when the sidecar and API was 

tested under a large traffic load. The Project learned the sidecar containers at large traffic loads, 

dramatically reduced the amount of compute resources required to maintain overall health of the 

cluster and response times. Because of this, The Project did not proceed with this hosting 

configuration. 

  

Solcast instead chose an AWS Lambda functions approach.  AWS Lambda provides a service to run 

code in containers that will scale with traffic loads, without having to manage hardware or servers. 

Coupled with AWS API Gateway, the functionality can be exposed to the Solcast API internally via 

HTTP requests via JSON request/response payloads. The end result is that algorithms can run with 

their own compute resources at larger scales and the Solcast API can treat the algorithms like any 

other external service exposed via an API.  

  

There were a few challenges to getting the AWS Lambda setup to solve the problem, which The 

Project can share. The pricing model for AWS Lambda charges based on the number of requests and 

the duration of the requests, so it meant optimizing the amount of compute available to each AWS 

Lambda to ensure it was running as quick as it can, to avoid large costs based on long-running 
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algorithms. Finally developmental testing environments were required for the engineering and 

modelling team, so that new algorithms behave as expected, and behaviour of existing algorithms are 

maintained. This is a key learning for future software focussed projects with operational delivery 

outcomes. The Project suggests GitLab's CI/CD platform, which can automatically run unit and 

integration tests for changes to the algorithms, as well as AWS CloudFormation, which automatically 

manages the complex AWS hosting arrangement. 

Lesson learnt No. 3: Forecast evaluation metrics 

Category: Technical   

Objective: Measure and categorise forecast improvement  

 

It was known at Project outset that forecast evaluation requires unique validation metrics and well 

considered approaches to forecast comparisons. This is driven by accuracy statistics vary widely by 

geography, climate, season, the forecast horizon of interest, and the particular error measure chosen.  

 

The Project found however that, despite direct attempts to have directly comparable results from the 

Project Partners, each still recorded differing results when comparing the new data feeds with existing 

operational data feeds. This was primarily driven by forecasts being evaluated over different time 

periods, and secondarily by partners selecting error measures most easily computed by existing 

systems and team skill levels.  

 

A primary example was conflicting results in value-add for demand forecasts. Whereas AEMO 

leveraged a MAE approach, TESLA Forecasting implemented an RMSE based evaluation. This made 

cross comparison difficult. When attempts to normalise these comparisons were undertaken, results 

were found to differ, owing to a small difference in the period used for evaluation.  

 

Furthermore, the evaluation period was found to be highly important for like for like comparisons, as 

a single weather event (lasting 1-2 days) can impact the analysis, and if included in the evaluation 

period of one validation but not the other, can leave them at odds with one another.  Such events are 

ideal options for completing case studies.  

 

Recommendations for future projects include 

• Have project partners agree to use the same forecast evaluation metric, chosen to represent the 

key improvement the new data feed is attempting to develop, as the top-line evaluation metric 

• Have project partners agree to use the same evaluation period for computation of forecast 

evaluation 

• Employ qualitative feedback methods to explore how the forecasts perform outside of the top-

line measure 

• Use case studies where appropriate to explore forecast performance in specific circumstances 

where users have identified high-value weather events 


